PERMANENT PRINTING ON FABRIC

The e-mark® create ink will wash out of fabric. There are several ink-jet fixatives on the market to help printer ink last longer on fabric.

MOD PODGE® FABRIC

Note:
Seals ink and will not wash out but leaves the fabric slightly stiff.

Recommended For:
Tote bags, make-up bags, or where a stiffer fabric texture isn’t an issue.

RETANYE™ COLOR FIXATIVE

Note:
This is a color fixative for commercially dyed cotton fabrics. Follow the steps printed on the bottle. Once dry, print your design with the e-mark® create. Hand wash in cold water with mild soap. The fabric texture will not alter. Polyester will have a slight fade.

Recommended For:
Cotton Fabric. Hand wash in cold water with mild soap.

BUBBLE JET SET® 2000 + BUBBLE JET RINSE

Note:
This is a fabric ink fixative that is most popular with quilters. Follow the steps printed on the bottle. Once dry, print your design with the e-mark® create. Finish by hand washing in the Bubble Jet Rinse. This product has a quicker set time than Retayne. The fabric texture will not alter.

Recommended For:
Cotton, jersey, and polyester fabric. Hand wash in cold water and mild detergent.